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Photointerpretation Training

by William A. Fischer!!

U.S; Geological SurveY, Washington, D.C.

INTRODUCTION

Our knowledge of the techniques, procedures, and limitations of

photointerpretation has developed rapidly during the past deoad~. This

rapid development, and the realization that many disoiplines utilizing
, '

aerial surveys are mutually supporting, makes it desirable to present

oourses in photointerpretation that are largely independent of the field, '

of ultimate application. The high costs of modern aarial surveys add to.,
...", ''',' ~-' .

the desirability of developing and implementing such surveys so that the
'." . - .' .

various disciplines. are "mutually supporting". To achieve full training,

however, preliminary interdisciplinary courses should be supplemented
~ j .,.-'

by additio~a.l training in photointerpretation as applied to specific

fields, for example, geology, agronomy, etc.

Experience has shown that the success with which aerial surveys have

been·applied to natural resource and other inventories,. is largely

dependent upon four factors. These are:

I. ,Basic knowledge cf photointerpretation techniques and limitations.

2. 'Appreciation of the supporting e~idence that can be developed by

related surveys,' for example, unde!'standing"and appreciating the

value of plant associations with partiCUlar geOlogic conditions.

3. Knowledge of the field of Elpecialization, for example, geology,

botany, etc. Th~s knowledge may be more ~asily brought to bear

on an interpretative problem if coupled with knowledge of the

region under study.

4. Visual acuity and sterecscopic percepticn •

•Publicaticn authorized by the Director, U.S. Geological Survey.
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It is believed that the first two of these four factors can be

provided for by interdisoiplinary training in photointerpretation. The

latter factors requi~e that individuals selected for training have

demonstrated competence in their special field and acceptable stereo

scopic vision.

The principles and methods of photointerpretation are in a dynamic

phase of development. The methods of data collection and analysis of

data collected are changing and enlarging rapidly. Radar and infrared

images and space photographs of many parts of the world aro now available

for study and int~rpretation. Photointerpretation training presented

today, therefore, must allow for the use of these new techniques and

data, and for the 'development and undertaking of r~lated field investiga

tions. This requirement takes on special importance because of the likeli

hood that those who receive the initial training will be the leaders of

the aerial surveys that are to be undertaken for some years to come.

Adequate training, stressing the physical and geometrical aspects of

photography, image, and analytical techniques, will enable these

individuals, to more wisely introduce new techniques as they become avail

able and hopefully, to apply them in such fashion as to'y{eld the greatest

benefit at the least cost.

A'course, stressing physioal and geometrioal aspects of interpretation,

need not require a .high,degree of knowledge in either mathematios, physios,

or electronics. It will, however, require the intrcduction qf some terms

that are un.familiar to most interpreters. Some of these termsaro included

in the follOWing outline; as a result, the suggested course may seem

co~plex. Item I in the following outline is expanded somewhat to illustrate

the general simplicity of the "physical approach" and the type of informa

tion that should appropriately be included in such a course. Limitations

of space preclude full development of this or other segments of the outline.

v"

•
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Outline of proposed interdisciplinary course in photointerpretation

I. Conventional photography

A. Information reoorded

Basioally, conventional photographs recorded the relative

quantities of green and orange light reflected from increments ,of the

earth's surface.

B. Relaticnship to solar spectrum

The wavelengths of light recorded On conventional photographs

oorrespond closely to the wavelengths of light emitted most strongly by

the sun. Use of these wavelengths makes posSlble the production of a

photographic record in 'the shortest possible time, short expo sune time

reduces image motion.

C. Relationship to energy state of natural materials

The energies of light recorded on conventional film do not matoh

the energies required for selective absorption of light (by eleotron shift)

by natural objects, likewise, the frequencies of these wavelengths do not

match the vibrational frequencies of most molecules occurring in natural

objects. These facts and supporting tests suggest that the part of the

electromagnetic spectrum, recorded by conventlonal photography, is the

least meaningful1 part in terms of separation or identification of natural

objects by photographic tone.

D. Affeots of atmospheric attenuation and scattering

Conventional photographs record the shortest lfave.lengths of light

that are not appreciably scattered by the atmosphere; hence, the greatest

possible theoretical resolution is aohieved. Because light of these

wavelengths is not scattered by the atmosphere, however, l:i.ttle is present

in the shad.owed areas such as on the floor of forests. Thus, objects on

a forest floor are not likely to be re.corded on oonvont i or.a'l photographs

unless exposed to direot sunlight.
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,,':, ,LI. ,Geometry, of photographs and images

A. Perspective photography

B. Ccntinuous strip photography

C. Time ,ilependent imagery (e.g. radar)

D. Orthoph:otography

III. Stereosco",ic viewing

A. Perspective photography

B. 'Continuous strip photography

C. Time ,dependb'-~ imagery

D.,Orthqphotogl'aphy and perspective orthophotographic combinations.

IV. Information content of photograph

A. Brightness of linage (toM)

B. 1. Significance

'2. 'Significant factors affecting representation

a. Scale

b. Vignet~ting

"","c. Film

d. Lighting

e. Procesp,ing

f. Angle of illumination

3. Methods of estimation

4.· 'Methods of moanur-smerrt

C. Rapidity of tone change

1., Signific8.!)ce

2. Significant' factors ~ffecting representation

3. Methods of ee,imation

4. Methods of measurement,
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D. Fre~uency o~·tone change (texture), 1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Significance

Significant factors affecting representation

Methods of estimation

Methods of meas~~ent

Relationship to time dimension

E. !IJS€llitude of changes in the image brightness ,within a given

unit, object, or pattern.

1. Significance

2. Significant faotors affecting repreeentati~n

3. Methods of e~timation

4. Methode or'ineasUrement

F. Siz8

1. Signifioanee·

2. Significant factors affecting representation

3. Methods of estimation

4. Methods of measurement

G. Shape (including pattern)

1. Significanoe

2. Significant factors affecting representation

3. Methods of estimation

4. Methods of measurement

5. Method of expression (With particular referenoe to patterns

expressed in vertioal plane)

H. Position (relative and absolute, including attitude)

1. SignificanCe

2. Significant factors affeoting representation

3. Methods of estim~tion

4. Methods of measurement
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I. Assooiation of features

1. Signifioanoe

2. Sign1fioantfaotors affecting representation

3. Methods of estimation

4. Methods of measurement r
V. Photographs and images of ninvisable" parts of the spectrum (infrared,

ultraviolet, microwave, radar).

A. Ultraviolet

1. Relation of energy level to natural objects

2. Affeots of atmospheric attenuation

3. Methods of reoording

-4. Significanoe.. of ,observatiOn

5. Availability cf airborne equipment

6. Need for ancillary,information

a. Types and density

b. Methods of collection ~d integration

c. Field and laboratory prcoedures for measuring

1) Albedo

2) Luminescenoe.

E. Infrared

1. Relation to energy levels of natural obje,cts

2. . Affeots of atmospheric attenuation

3. Methods of reoording

4. Significanoe of observi'lhon ,

5. Availability of air'b0rn.. equipment

6. Need for ancillary information

a. Types and density

b. Methods of collection and integration

c. Field and laboratcry prooedures for measuring

1) Emissivity

2) Transmissivity

3) Tempera.tUre

4) Radiant temperature
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C. Microwave

1. Relation to energy levels of natural objects

2. Affects of atmospheric attenuation

3. Methods of recording

4. Significance cf observation

5. Avaiiabiiify'6t'airborne equipment

6. Penetration of surface

(. Need'for'ancillary information

a. Types and density

b. ,Methods cf collection and,integration

c. Field and laboratory procedures for measuring

1) Albedo

,2) Dielectric, constant

3) Temperature

D. Ra.dar

L Relation to energy' J.evels'of :natural objects
, ,

2. Affects of atmospheric 'attenuation

3·'.'·' Methods of recording'

4. Significance of observation

5. Availability of airbo~ne equipment

6. Need for ancillary information

a. Types and density

b. Methods of collection and integration

c. Field and laboratory procedures for me~suring

1) Dielectric constant

2) Surface roughness

T L

.'-,' .

VI. Laboratory exercises in the interpretation of mapping and integration

of data in various disciplines including geolcgy, soils, vegetation,

etc.

,..
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E~uipment Required

Presentation of a oourse in photoint!"rprlltation, suoh as that prllviously

outlined, will re~uire the following items of llquipmllnt:.

,,
Quantity

1

1

1

1 for each
student

1 for eaoh
etudent

1 for each
student

1 for each 5
students

1

2

Stereo slope comparators ••.•.•••••••••••.••••..•••

Radial planimetric plot tare "...•..•.•••

MioTodensitometer with ohart recorder., ••••••.••••

Projeotion type plotter (Kelsh!e'l.uivale~t) ; •

Parallax type plotter (Wild B-8/e'l.uivalent) .

Mirror stereoscopes, offioe type with binoculars ••

Stereoscopes for simultaneous viewing of single
model (old Delft/e~uivalent)•••••••••••••••••••••

Colleotions of stllrlloscopicpairs of photographe illustrating various

natural featurlls and illustrating various types and soalllS of photographs

and imaglls (see course outline).

Parallax bars for use with mirror stereoscope •••••

Simple lens stllreosoope, for field and office use.

, ..




